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ABSTRACT

Rich geo-textual data is available online and the data keeps increasing at a high speed. We propose two user behavior models to learn several types of user preferences from geo-textual data, and a prototype system on top of the user preference models for mining and search geo-textual data (called PreMiner) to support personalized maps. Different from existing recommender systems and data analysis systems, PreMiner highly personalizes user experience on maps and supports several applications, including user mobility & interests mining, opinion mining in regions, user recommendation, point-of-interest recommendation, and querying and subscribing on geo-textual data.

1. INTRODUCTION

People post a variety of content to the internet everyday through GPS-equipped mobile devices. Such posts are associated with geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude), and some of them are associated with semantic places, i.e., points-of-interest (POIs). They also contain words that imply semantic topics (see Figure 1(a)), or words that imply user’s opinions on different aspects of a POI (see Figure 1(b)). With multiple types of information available from geo-textual posts, we face a great opportunity to mine different kinds of user preferences, including preferences on topic, region, POI aspect, and category. For example, a user who prefers topic “sports” may often mention words like “shoot” and “goal” in their posts. As another example, a user may frequently visit shops in a shopping area she likes (i.e., preferences on region).

However, building a unified model that captures different types of user preferences poses three main challenges. First, the interactions among different types of latent variables (e.g., aspect, sentiment, region, topic) and observable variables (e.g., text, time, category, POI) are unclear. Second, the data could be in different formats (continuous and discrete) from different data sources (e.g., Yelp and Foursquare). The variety of data makes the modeling and parameter learning complicated. Third, the latent variables in different scopes further complicate the model learning. For example, each sentence in a review is often related to one aspect and the whole review should be posted in some latent region. This implies that aspect and sentiment are often modeled in the scope of sentence, while region is modeled in the scope of document.

To tackle these challenges, we design two probabilistic models, namely Who, Where, When, What (W4) model \([7, 8]\) and Sentiment, Aspect, Region (SAR) model \([9]\) for short text and long text data, respectively. W4 mines user preferences on topics and regions from short geo-textual documents with temporal information (e.g., check-ins), while SAR mines user preferences on aspects, categories and regions from geo-textual documents in which temporal information is not available but the text is long enough for sentiment analysis (e.g., geo-tagged reviews). Both user behavior models support mining several types of user preferences and hence cater the needs for various applications. The proposed models achieve better performances than other models in many applications. For example, SAR achieves at least 60% higher accuracy than other models in POI recommendation, and W4 performs at least 80% more accurate than other models in location prediction.

In this demonstration, we propose a prototype system\(^1\), namely PreMiner, which is built on top of the two user behavior models. Our system supports querying and mining geo-textual data for personalized map services, based on the two models and techniques proposed in our previous work \([1, 3]\). It supports, but not limited to the following applications:

\(^1\)The system is available at http://spatialkeyword.sce.ntu.edu.sg/PreMiner.
User mobility & interests mining: We support mining user mobility patterns and their interests in regions (e.g., shopping centers), categories (e.g., restaurants), aspects (e.g., price of a restaurant), and topics (e.g., sports).

Aspect analysis in a region: PreMiner returns the most positive and negative aspects in the user specified region and category. Market investigators can use the results to improve their businesses.

User recommendation to business: The business (POI) owner may want to promote some of its aspects (e.g., discounts), we recommend the users who may be interested in it.

Personalized POI recommendations: User specify different criterions (e.g., aspect, category) to receive POI recommendations.

Personalized search and subscription: We also support different types of personalized spatial-keyword queries and subscribing streaming data (e.g., tweets) on POIs or regions.

2. RELATED WORK AND NOVELTY

Studies on geo-textual data gain much attention in recent years [1, 6, 5]. Most of the existing user behavior models on geo-textual data consider user interests in either regions or topics, but ignore other features such as aspect and category. The lack of support for different types of user interests makes them only applicable to few applications such as context-free POI recommendation. Moreover, existing search / recommender systems built on geo-textual data [1, 6, 5] also target at specific applications such as spatial object querying or POI recommendation. However, personalized map users may have different intended needs (e.g., business needs analysis, personalized recommendations and search). Existing models and systems cannot fulfill different application needs.

Our prototype system is built on top of two novel user behavior models, namely SAR and W4 [7, 8, 9], to satisfy different application requirements. Compared to the previous user behavior models, SAR is the first unified model that explores user’s preferences on aspect, category, and region. It automatically and simultaneously learns latent aspects (each represented by a distribution over words) and regions (each represented by a Gaussian distribution and a word distribution), and conducts sentiment analysis on each aspect. None of existing methods manage to model all the factors in a unified model. W4 model is novel in that (1) it takes four factors of a geo-textual document, i.e., user, POI, time and text, into account, while other models consider only some of them; and (2) it models user behaviors with personalized regions. Compared to other models who mine regions from all users, the personalized regions in W4 are more appropriate for characterising each user’s mobility patterns. Both models support mining more types of user preferences than existing models because they capture the interdependencies among different factors. In the view of application, PreMiner also supports new application scenarios such as aspect analysis and user recommendation.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We first present the architecture of PreMiner, and then outline the underlying techniques.

3.1 System Architecture

We show the structure of PreMiner in Figure 2. PreMiner contains a client side and a server side. The client side is a user interface for users to interact with the functionalities of the system. The server side consists of offline and online components. The offline components are used to collect and process geo-textual data and provide suitable application program interfaces (APIs) for the online components. The online components respond user’s requests for different applications.

![Figure 2: System Overview of PreMiner](image-url)

**Figure 2: System Overview of PreMiner**

**Offline components:** PreMiner contains three offline components, namely Data Collector, User Behavior Models, and Indexes.

1) **Data Collector:** The data collector grabs and integrates the historical data from difference sources (e.g., Twitter, Foursquare and Yelp). It also keeps monitoring the streaming data to support pushing news for the online subscription component.

2) **User Behavior Models:** The user behavior models analyze user’s historical geo-textual posts to reveal the user’s interests in regions, topics, categories, and aspects. The user preferences are then used by all the online applications.

3) **Indexes:** To support efficiently updating and querying of geo-textual data (Foursquare check-ins and Yelp reviews), we use a simple hybrid data structure that combines a shallow Quad-tree and inverted file to index geo-textual data, which is called IQ-tree [2]. The IQ-tree is also used to index subscription queries if there are a large number of such queries.

**Online components:** The online components include solutions for different applications using the user preferences learnt by the user behavior models in the offline part. The applications include mobility & interests mining, aspect analysis in regions, user recommendation to business, personalized POI recommendation and personalized querying & subscription. The details of each application will be presented in Section 3.3.

3.2 Probabilistic User Behavior Models

For different types of data, we adopt different strategies on analyzing user’s preferences. For long texts (e.g., geo-tagged reviews), we design a model (SAR) [9] that considers user preferences on regions, categories and aspects. For short texts (e.g., check-ins), since there are fewer words about aspect, we cannot analyze the aspects and sentiments precisely. Nevertheless, the temporal information is available because the check-in time is the right time when the user was in the location, while geo-tagged reviews may be posted several hours or days after the user visited a place. Thus, we design another time-aware model (W4) [7] that considers user’s preferences on regions and topics.

**SAR model:** For long text data, we develop a Bayesian model called Sentiment Aspect Region (SAR) model [9]. In this model, we mine user preferences on latent regions, aspects, and categories. For example, a user may have some preferred regions for shopping, and she may prefer to visit bargain shops rather than expensive ones. Different from the previous user behavior models, our model considers user mobility mining and sentiment analysis simultaneously. Our model has at least two benefits compared with other
models. First, it can discover more accurate user preferences on regions because it considers the user’s sentiments. A user keeps posting negative reviews in a region may not like the region. Second, our model can discover a user’s preferences on several attributes, including regions, categories, and aspects. These preferences could be used for various applications such as aspect analysis in regions and personalized recommendations.

SAR models user preferences on aspects, categories, and latent regions as conditional probabilities, i.e., \( p(a | c, u), p(c | u), \) and \( p(r | u) \). The variables \( u, a, c, r \) are user, aspect, category, and region, respectively. User may select a category of POIs or a region to visit according to these preferences. Along with the user preferences, we build SAR with the following observations: (1) A user may choose to visit a POI \( l \) by considering its category and location, we take the user’s selected region and category into account to model the probability of visiting a POI, i.e., \( p(l | r, c) \); (2) The user may write words \( w \) on the POI by considering some aspect and the location information, and thus we model the probability of writing each word \( w \) conditioning on aspect, sentiment, and region, i.e., \( p(w | a, s, r) \); (3) Each POI has overall probabilities (profiles) of different sentiments (positive, neutral, and negative) for each of its aspects \( p(s | a, l) \). To this end, we compute the likelihood of the training data as:

\[
p(D) = \prod_d p(u_d) \sum_r p(r | u_d) p(d_l, w_d | r, u_d),
\]

where \( D \) is the set of documents and \( u_d \) is the author of document \( d \). The probability \( p(d_l, w_d | r, u_d) \) is computed by applying Bayes’ rule to the aforementioned conditional probabilities.

Because SAR has latent variables (regions and aspects) in different scopes, it is hard to estimate the parameters by maximum likelihood methods. To address the technical challenge, we propose a two-level expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. EM algorithm iteratively estimates the posterior distribution of latent variables (E-step) and updates the model parameters (e.g., the user preferences) by maximizing the likelihood computed by Equation 1 (M-step). In each EM iteration, our two-level EM algorithm estimates the latent regions in the first level and the aspects with the regions fixed in the second level. As a result of model learning, we output the user preferences and POI profiles.

**W4 model:** For short text data, we build a Bayesian model called Who, Where, When, What (W4) model [7, 8]. This model considers four factors of a post (i.e., user, location, time and words) to model user’s interests in regions and topics in each region. For instance, a user may visit office in weekdays while visit a shopping center in weekends. The user may prefer to talk about football in a bar but foods in a restaurant. Compared to the previous models, our model captures the relationships among the four factors, while previous models only consider some of them. In addition, W4 personalizes regions to better fit users’ mobility patterns, while other models fit regions base on the visiting history of all users.

Similar to SAR, W4 models user preferences on topics, regions and time as conditional probabilities, i.e., \( p(z | u), p(r | u, t), p(t | u) \). The variables \( u, z, t, \) and \( r \) are user, topic, time, and region, respectively. The time dimension is divided into 1-hour slots. We build W4 with the following observations: (1) The user visits a POI \( l \) by considering the region and topic, i.e., \( p(l | z, r) \); and (2) The user writes each word on the POI according to the region and topic, i.e., \( p(w | z, r) \). The likelihood of the training data is then computed as:

\[
p(D) = \prod_d p(u_d) \sum_r p(r | u_d, t_d) \sum_z p(l_d | r, z) p(w_d | r, z),
\]

where \( D \) is the set of posts and \( u_d \) is the author of post \( d \).

The technical challenge of training W4 lies in formulating \( p(l | z, r) \). Note that the coordinates in regions are continuous, while popularity of a POI in topics is discrete. To overcome this problem, we propose to standardize the continuous distributions (e.g., Gaussian) to categorical distributions to allow both types of distributions in a unified model. Based on the standardizing method, we use EM algorithm to infer the model parameters.

**Online applications of SAR and W4:** Since SAR and W4 model different types of user preferences for different types of data, they can be applied to different applications. SAR is applicable to applications that require aspect analysis, i.e., user interests mining on aspects, aspect analysis in regions. W4 is applicable to mining user interests in topics and temporal mobility patterns in personalized regions, and personalized search and subscription. Both models are applicable to POI recommendation and user recommendation.

### 3.3 Online Mining & Querying

We next proceed to explain how to make use of the learnt user preferences to support the online applications.

**Mobility & interests mining for users:** For both SAR and W4, we use the probabilities (e.g., \( p(a | c, u), p(c | u) \)) learnt by the models to rank regions, categories, aspects and topics, and then pick top ones of each type to represent the interests of a user. For each region in W4, we further use the probability \( p(r | u, t) \) to capture the user’s temporal mobility patterns in the region.

**Aspect analysis in regions:** This is a new scenario for business analysis supported by SAR. Given a user specified region and category, we return the top positive (and negative) aspects in the region and category. We apply Bayes’ rule to compute the probability of being positive / negative given the specified category and region for each aspect. The aspects that with highest probability to be positive / negative are returned to the user.

**User recommendation to business:** This function allows business owners to find customers that may be interested in their advertisement on some aspects (in SAR) or topics (in W4). The ranking score of a user is computed by multiplying the user preferences with the profile of the business in both models. We return to the business owner a list of top ranked users.

**Personalized POI recommendation:** We compute the ranking score of a POI by comparing the user preferences learnt from SAR/W4 to the POI’s profiles as proposed in our previous work [7, 9]. In addition to context-free POI recommendation, PreMiner supports user specified contexts (e.g., aspect, category and region) by computing the ranking score only with respect to the specified contexts.

**Personalized search & subscription:** PreMiner supports personalized search and subscription by adding the user’s topic interests learnt by W4 into the ranking function of our techniques [4, 2], i.e., topic similarity is considered together with spatial proximity.

### 4. DEMONSTRATION

**Dataset:** PreMiner is built on three datasets: Foursquare, Yelp and Twitter. Tweets are only used for personalized search and subscription. The Foursquare and Yelp data are used to train W4 and SAR, respectively. We collect 4 million tweets from 144K users in Singapore and keep tracking new tweets using the Streaming API. For Foursquare, we crawl 18K check-ins from 3,691 users and all 323K POIs from Singapore. For Yelp, we adopt the data from the 10 cities published by Yelp and collect the data in Singapore, which results in 368K users, 70K POIs and 1.62M reviews.

\[ \text{https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/} \]

\[ \text{http://www.yelp.com/dataset challenge} \]
Mobility & interests mining: When a user logs in, PreMiner will automatically retrieve her interests learnt by SAR/W4. For a new user without any historical data, PreMiner asks the user to sign up with Foursquare or Yelp account, or to specify some preferred POIs and keywords based on which it estimates the initial user interests. User’s interests in topics (for Foursquare user), categories and aspects (for Yelp user) will be shown in the user’s interests panel while personalized regions will be drawn on the map. Topics in W4 are expressed as a set of keywords while aspects in SAR are manually named according to the word distributions of the aspects. Foursquare user can explore the temporal mobility patterns and the keywords in the personalized regions (see Figure 3). When the user clicks on one of her mobility region, e.g., region B, the keywords shown in the right side of Figure 3 represent the user’s activities and interests in the region, and the time patterns indicate the probability of the user staying in region B at different time.

![Figure 3: Temporal mobility patterns in personalized regions](image)

Aspect analysis in a region: As shown in Figure 4, user can arbitrarily draw a region on the map and specify a category. PreMiner will return the most positive and negative aspects to the user.

![Figure 4: Aspect analysis in regions](image)

User recommendation to business: Business owner can select one POI and submit an aspect or topic (learnt offline) according to their advertisement theme (e.g., select the aspect “price” for a discount event). PreMiner finds the users who have high preference on the aspect and may rate positive for the POI. We also report the users’ interests in aspects and topics, and their approximate distances to the POI by averaging on their activity regions in the result panel. Figure 5 shows an example (aspect = “service”).

Personalized POI recommendation: In PreMiner, context-free recommendation is made automatically based on user interests when the user logs in. In addition, if the user has further requirements to be satisfied, she can specify a location and choose preferred category (e.g., restaurant) and aspect (e.g., price) to initiate context-aware POI recommendation. The recommended POIs are shown together with some aspects that the user may like.

Personalized search & subscription: Users can query for tweets and POIs that satisfy her interests and the query (keywords and location). On each retrieved POI or any arbitrary region drawn by the user, the user can subscribe streaming geo-textual data (e.g., tweets) that are spatially and textually relevant to the POI/region. New messages that match the subscription will be fed to the user and displayed below the user profiles.
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